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Student holidays are different from school: if schoolchildren are guaranteed three months of rest,
then students can not always count on such a chic gift. Many during this period are forced to pass
debts that did not have time to close before the beginning of the summer.

Students differ in terms of their capabilities - someone can smell on the sea, and for someone it is
an unattainable dream. And if the weather is also so-so - consider that summer just slipped past.

To be upset ahead of time is not worth - there are several fresh ideas that will help to spend
holidays and fun, and with benefit: 1. Yoga

Yoga exercises are not so popular. They do not differ in particular complexity and are also available
to people with initial physical training. In addition, they can be visited absolutely free - open yoga
lessons are held in summer in urban parks. 2. Computer programs

It is never too late to increase your computer literacy. Most students with the most common
programs on "you", but on the computer market there are constantly new interesting projects, the
study of which can be useful in the future. And in connection with the growing popularity of social
networks, it will not be superfluous to master the photoshop - this will help attract additional attention
to the pictures posted on the personal page. 3. View movies

Students rarely visit cinemas, so the majority of novelties of film rolling pass by them. In the
evenings, the watching films also have no time - the eternal cramming, preparation for the credits ...
Vacation - the perfect time to catch up. All those films that you noted as decent attention, now at
your service! 4. Courses

Now there is an abundance of various courses, which is easy to choose something for yourself. You
can master any skills that will be suitable in the future. In addition, there will be people close to you
in spirit on such classes - an interesting acquaintance will certainly start with them. 5. Volunteering

Volunteer activity not only helps to feel useful for society, but also opens up new opportunities
before young people. With it, many students visited the World Championships and Olympics in
Sochi. And how many more interesting events remain in which any volunteer can take part, not even
count. About new acquaintances and not stand: All volunteers are one big family, whose members
are standing at each other. 6. Back to childhood

In the bustling of training everyday life, it's so difficult to choose a minute to be alone with my
memories! Summer holidays provide such an opportunity: get old photos, re-read the diaries, take a
look at your children's things and toys. Feelings that will be in our soul memories of the past are
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priceless. Come to enjoy this moment.
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